Brackets

Wall Mount and Pole Mount Brackets for Bird Blenders & Bio-Medical Device Blenders

Mount this bracket onto any flat surface. Then slide any Bird Blender or Bio-Medical Device Blender into this bracket.

Model #57-2-77-B

Mount this bracket to any pole from 3/4” to 2” diameter. Then slide any Bird Blender or Bio-Medical Device Blender into this bracket.

Model #57-2-77-PM

#HZ-9896
Pole-Mounted Gas Outlet

#HZ-9816
Pole-Type Monitor Holder

Used to mount any monitor or instrument that has a ‘C’ clamp to an existing rail system.

#HZ-9787
General Purpose Hook

Moves from side to side. Rail-mounts saline bags, catheters, continuous-feed bags for ventilator’s humidifier.

Multi-Purpose Bracket

#GZ-RB 001
Multi-Purpose Rail Mount Slide Bracket

- Reusable
- Allows for a variety of mounting options
- For equipment requiring 1-1/8” x 3-1/16” slot
- Anodized Aluminum
- Packaged: Individually